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Bay Area Scientists in Schools Presentation Plan 
 

Lesson Name Please Play With Your Food        
Presenter(s)  Clif Bar: Kris, Fran, Nick         
Grade Level    4/5   Standards Connection(s)   cells break down sugar to obtain energy and 
release CO2 and water; develop testable questions; make quantitative observations; record data 
and make inferences 
 
California Science Content Standards 
LS 2: All organisms need energy and matter to move and grow. 
LS 2.A: Plants are the primary source of matter and energy entering most food chains 
LS 3.D: most microorganisms do not cause disease and that many are beneficial 
 
Next Generation Science Standards 
5-PS3-1: Use models to describe that energy in animals food was once energy from the sun. 
 
Science & Engineering Practices Disciplinary Core Ideas Crosscutting Concepts 

Planning and Carrying Out 
Investigations  
Planning and carrying out 
investigations in grades 3-5 requires 
students to progress to investigations 
that control variables and provide 
evidence to support explanations or 
design solutions. 
 
Obtaining, Evaluating, and 
Communicating Information  
Obtaining, evaluating, and 
communicating information in 6-8 builds 
on K-5 experiences and progresses to 
evaluating the merit and validity of 
ideas and methods.  
 
Gather, read, and synthesize 
information from multiple appropriate 
sources and assess the credibility, 
accuracy, and possible bias of each 
publication and methods used, and 
describe how they are supported or not 
supported by evidence.  
 

PS3.D:  Energy in Chemical 
Processes and Everyday Life 
 
The energy released [from] food was 
once energy from the sun  
that was captured by plants in the 
chemical process that forms  
plant matter (from air and water). (5-
PS3-1) 
 

Energy and Matter  
 
Energy can be transferred in various 
ways  
and between objects. (5-PS3-1) 
 

 
Common Core State Standards Connections:   
ELA/Literacy –   
RI.5.7 Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a 
question quickly or to solve a problem efficiently. (5-PS3-1) 
SL.5.5 Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, sound) and visual displays in presentations when 
appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas or themes. (5-PS3-1)  
 
FOSS Connections: Grade 5 Module: Living Systems 
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Teaser: 
Humans get energy from other animals and from plants. The energy from plants is stored as sugar. Using our 
tongues, as well as yeast, we will answer the question “Which food has more sugar?”  The students will propose a 
hypothesis based on a taste test and then test it using an instrument (the yeast) to show how to objectively answer 
questions.  This lesson will demonstrate how scientists look at the world and how students can find their own 
answers to their questions. 
 
Objective: 
Students will learn that there is sugar in many different types of food and cells can break down sugar to obtain 
energy and release CO2 and water. They will propose a hypothesis based on subjective taste tests and then find 
an objective answer through experimenting with yeast. 
 
Vocabulary/Definitions:      
Yeast: Microscopic (very tiny) fungi that are capable of converting sugar into alcohol and carbon dioxide 
Carbon dioxide: a colorless, odorless gas 
Microorganism: A very tiny living thing that can’t be seen with just your eyes 
Cell: The smallest unit of a living thing 
 
Materials: 

• Up close photos of yeast 
• Ziploc bags 
• Yeast (added into bags) 
• Several pipettes and cups 
• Bananas, carrots, grapefruit, sweet potatoes, blueberries 
• Water 

 
Students will need pens/pencils, rulers 
 
Classroom Set-up:   
I am planning on having groups of 4 students, so that each group will test foods and two students will be 
responsible for one bag/food.  It will take approximately 10 minutes to start the experiment and 5 minutes to clean 
up. The yeast should take approximately 15-20 minutes to make CO2. 
 

       
Classroom Visit 

 
1.  Personal Introduction:  ____3_____  Minutes 
Hi, we are Kris, Fran and Nick. We work at Clif Bar and do _______________. We became interested in science 
when ____________________________. Today we are going to do some experiments with food and taste.  
 
 
     Topic Introduction:  5  Minutes 
      Today we will be scientists and answer a question together.  We brought this food with us and we need your 
help to find out which one has the most sugar.  How can we find out? [get suggestions]  Since sugar is sweet, we 
will use taste.  But since many other things can be sweet, we will also use an instrument to measure the sugar.  
Can anyone tell me what yeast is? [write on board] Yeast is a microorganism that is used to give bread bubbles to 
make it soft. [show photos]  It eats the sugar and then makes carbon dioxide [write on board] gas from it.  People 
do the same thing.  We eat food and then we breathe to get rid of carbon dioxide.  We can measure the gas from 
the yeast to see how much sugar they have eaten.  If there is a lot of carbon dioxide, then we know the yeast ate a 
lot of sugar. 
  
2.  Learning Experience(s):  30-40  Minutes 
Let’s get started!  There are five foods we will measure; everyone will need one bag and a piece of food.  The bags 
already have yeast in them.  Put one piece of food into each bag; write on the bag what food you put in.  Add two 
squirts of water using a pipette, close the bags (try to squeeze out any air), and mix up the yeast and food.  Now 
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let’s wait and let the yeast eat. For question 1, I want you to predict which foods will be the sweetest and least 
sweet.    
 
Ok, now we will taste the food to see which is sweeter.  Taste a little piece of each food and order them from least 
sweet to sweetest. Now we are going to color in our bar graphs to show how sweet each food was. [Draw bar graph 
on the board].  What food did you find to be the sweetest?  Which food do you think has the most sugar?  Let’s 
write that as our hypothesis. 
 
Let’s see how the yeast are doing.  What do you see?  We will measure the carbon dioxide.  Take the ruler and 
measure the height of the bags in centimeters.  Write down the number for each bag.  Let’s graph the results. [draw 
a blank bar graph with four categories] Which food gave the most carbon dioxide and made the bag the highest? 
Just like we did in our first graph, we are going to color in the graph to show which foods had the most and least 
CO2 and therefore, the most sugar. And ______ looks like it has the most sugar.   
 
3.  Wrap-up: Sharing Experiences and Building Connections  10  Minutes 
Is this the result the same as from tasting it?  Why or why not?  Which is the correct answer? [spend some time 
talking about the experiment and the results and answer questions] 
 
Some foods are made to taste sweet without sugar.  To us, they all taste sweet, but only some foods have sugar.  
An experiment can test our hypothesis and an instrument can help us measure it. Graphs help us look at the results 
we get from an experiment.   
           
 
4.  Close:           2-5  Minutes 
Thank you for being such good scientists!  Please help us by throwing away the bags and eating the rest of the 
food.  We hope you had fun!  [answer questions if there are any] 
           

     
TOTAL    50 – 60  Minutes   

 
Follow-up – After Presentation 

ELA Activity: 
Suggest students write a letter explaining “What did we learn about sugar?” 

 
 

Mathematics Activity: 
Students can graph which foods had the least amount of sugar. They can also try this experiment with 
processed foods or different fruits and vegetables.  

  
 
Other: 
Compare sugar contents as fruits ripen. 
Test the sugar contents in different varieties of apples. 
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Name __________________________________ 
 

Which Food Has the Most Sugar? 
 
 
 

1. PREDICTON: In the spaces below, write which food you think is the least sweet to the food that is the 
sweetest. 
 
 
 
_______________   _______________   ________________    _______________   _______________ 
Least sweet   Sweetest 
 
2. How sweet did each fruit taste? Color the bar graph below. 
 
 

 
 
3. Which food do you think is the sweetest? _______________________________________ 
 
4. Measure the height of the zipped bags in centimeters with your ruler. Write the measurements down. 
 
___________cm  ____________cm   ___________cm   ____________cm   _____________cm 
Grapefruit Carrot  Banana  Sweet Potato Blueberry 
 
5. Which food created the most CO2 in its bag? Color the bar graph below. 
 

 
 
6. Which food had the most sugar? ______________________________________________ 

     

Grapefruit Carrot Banana Sweet 
Potato 

Blueberry 

     

Grapefruit Carrot Banana Sweet 
Potato 

Blueberry 
Least CO2 

Most CO2  

Least sweet 

Most sweet 


